Circle the letter of the correct answer below each question. For the True/False questions, circle True or False.

1. Hildegard was born just over _____ years ago.
   A. 9000       C. 90
   B. 900        D. 9

2. True or False: Many composers were writing music for female voices during Hildegard’s life.

3. True or False: Hildegard claimed to have powerful visions from God.

4. True or False: Hildegard created her own language and used it to write down her visions.

5. True or False: Hildegard wrote the words for some of the music she composed.

6. Which of the following is the type of chant that Hildegard wrote?
   A. Classical Chant       C. Simple Chant
   B. Plain song Chant      D. all of the above

7. True or False: Chant is a type of vocal music that is usually sung without accompaniment (or a cappella).

8. True or False: Hildegard believed that one of the best ways to serve God was through composing music.

9. Hildegard lived during the ___________ era.
   A. Classical       C. Medieval
   B. Renaissance     D. Baroque

10. In addition to music, Hildegard also wrote ____________.
    A. An encyclopedia       C. A Play
    B. Journals              D. all of the above

11. What was the name of Hildegard’s teacher?
    A. Sappho       C. Jutta
    B. Cecilia     D. none of the above

12. True or False: Many important and powerful men consulted Hildegard on matters of church and state.